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STABILITY CONDITIONS ON MORPHISMS IN A CATEGORY
KOTARO KAWATANI
1. Introduction
Let D be a triangulated category. The space StabD of (numerical) stability conditions on
D was introduced by Bridgeland. One of remarkable features of StabD is that each connected
component of StabD is a (nonempty) complex manifold ([3]). In general non-emptiness of
StabD is an open problem and the connectedness is also still open. For instance the space
StabD(C) of stability conditions on the derived category D(C) of a smooth projective curve
C is not empty and is connected ([3], [13], [16]).
It is very difficult to describe StabD globally. Concerned with the description the following
working hypothesis states that StabD should be globally simple in a homotopical view:
Hypothesis: The space StabD of stability conditions on D is contractible.
If D = D(C), then the hypothesis holds by [3], [13] and [16]. Moreover there are no counter-
example to the best of my knowledge.
Specializing D, we can specify the origin of the hypothesis. Let X be the minimal res-
olution of a Kleinian singularity and Z be the schematic fiber of the singularity. Suppose
that D is the category DZ(X) spanned by complexes in D(X) supported in Z. The space
StabDZ(X) is conjecturally
1 the universal covering space over a certain configuration space
(see also [4] and [5]). It seems natural to expect that StabD is contractible in general since
the configuration space should be an Eilenberg MacLane space by the K(π, 1) conjecture
deriving from Brieskron [6] and Arnol’d (see also [17]).
Stimulated by the hypothesis, it would be interesting to study the homotopy type of
StabD. In this article we are interested in a comparison of homotopy types of the spaces
of stability conditions on an triangulated category D and on the category D∆
1
. We note
that D∆
1
is also triangulated if D is the homotopy category of a stable infinity category. In
particular D∆
1
is the derived category of representations of the A2 quiver • −→ • if D is
the derived category of one point Speck where k is an algebraically closed field. Hence D∆
1
is one of a globalization of quiver representations. Thus the space of stability conditions on
D∆
1
is well-defined though the non-emptiness of StabD∆
1
is not obvious. Basic question in
this note is the following:
Problem 1.1. Is StabD∆
1
homotopy equivalent to StabD?
If the answer of Problem 1.1 is negative we might find an interesting counter-example of
the hypothesis. We note that the answer to the easiest case of the problem is affirmative.
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1If the singularity is type An then StabDZ(X) is actually universal by [9].
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Precisely if D is the category D(Speck) then StabD∆
1
is homotopy equivalent to StabD by
Proposition 3.3.
It is difficult to generalize the argument of the easiest case since the answer comes from
calculating StabD and StabD∆
1
independently. The aim of this note is constructing maps
between StabD and StabD∆
1
to study Problem 1.1 in more general cases.
Before our theorem, let us recall that there exist functors d0 and d1 : D
∆1 // // D which
take a morphism f to the target and to the source of f respectively. Though an exact
functor between triangulated categories does not induce a map between the space of stability
conditions in general, we show that both functors d0 and d1 respectively induce continuous
maps d∗0 and d
∗
1 contravariantly. The following theorem states some basic properties of these
continuous maps.
Theorem 1.2. Let D be the homotopy category of a stable infinity category. Assume that
the rank of K0(D) is finite.
(1) If there exists a reasonable stability condition on D then there exists a reasonable
stability condition on D∆
1
. Moreover both functors d0 and d1 induce continuous and
injective maps d∗0 and d
∗
1 from the space Stab
rD of reasonable stability conditions on
D to that of D∆
1
:
d∗0, d
∗
1 : Stab
rD
//
// StabrD∆
1
.
(2) The images Im d∗0 and Im d
∗
1 do not intersect each other.
(3) Both images Im d∗0 and Im d
∗
1 are closed in Stab
rD∆
1
.
(4) A stability condition σ is full if and only if d∗0σ (or d
∗
1σ) is full.
Collins-Polishchuk [7] constructed a “glued” stability condition from a semiorthogonal de-
composition of a triangulated category. Since the categoyD∆
1
of morphisms has semiorthog-
onal decompositions with D and D (the details are in §2), we use the gluing construction in
Theorem 1.2. Reasonable stability conditions (see Definition 4.1) are necessary in the gluing
construction. In addition full stability conditions are most basic stability conditions (see also
Section 3.1), and we do not know whether there exists a non full stability condition does
exists or not. Since a full stability condition is reasonable, reasonable stability conditions
are sufficiently “reasonable”.
Assertions (1) and (2) are consequences of the gluing construction. We use an “inducing
construction” developed in [14] to prove the third assertion (3) in Theorem 1.2. Roughly
speaking the inducing construction asserts that an faithfull exact functor F : D→ D′ induces
a continuous map from a closed subset of StabD′ to StabD. The fourth assertion (4) follows
from a necessary and sufficient condition for (semi)stable morphisms in d∗0σ and d
∗
1σ which
is proven in Proposition 4.9.
The following problem is derived from the fourth assertion in Theorem 1.2:
Problem 1.3. Is the image Im d∗0 path connected to Im d
∗
1?
Unfortunately it is quite difficult to prove the connectedness of the space of stability
conditions and there are no counter-example such that the subspace of full stability conditions
is connected. Thus we can naturally expect that both images Im d∗0 and Im d
∗
1 are path
connected and the following gives an evidence.
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Theorem 1.4. If D is the derived category of projective line P1 over the field k then both
images Im d∗0 and Im d
∗
1 are path connected.
In the proof of Theorem 1.4 above we use an algebraic stability condition which does
not exist in StabD(C) when the genus of the curve C is grater than 0. It is natural to
study Theorem 1.4 for positive genus cases. The case of g(C) = 1 are discussed in [15]
independently.
We also note that the same argument in Theorem 1.4 is effective for the full component
Stab†D(P2) of the space of stability conditions on the projective plane P2. Thus Theorem
1.4 gives an evidence of Problem 1.3.
The organization of this article is the following. Section 2 is a survey on the category of
morphisms D∆
1
. We also describe a Serre functor on D∆
1
if D has a Serre functor. Section
3 is a survey of stability conditions. The first and second assertion in Theorem 1.2 is proven
in Propositions 4.5 and 4.7. The third assertion of Theorem 1.2 is Theorem 4.15. The fourth
assertion of Theorem 1.2 is Theorem 4.11. Finally Theorem 1.4 is just Theorem 5.6.
Acknowledgement. The author thanks H. Minamoto for valuable discussions and encour-
agements. He also thanks his family for their great support.
2. A triangulated category of morphisms in hC
Let C be an infinity category in the sense of [11]. We denote by hC the homotopy category
of C which is a usual category. If C is stable then hC is triangulated (see [12, Chapter 1]). A
zero object in a stable infinity category is denoted by 0. The mapping cone of a morphism
f : x→ y in the triangulated category hC is just the (homotopy) push out 0⊔x y of f : x→ y
by zero object in C.
Through this note we use homotopical notation for mapping cones in the triangulated
category hC. Namely the mapping cone of a morphism f : x→ y in hC is denoted by cof f .
We also denote cof f [−1] by fib f . Thus we obtain a distinguished triangle in hC as follows:
fib f // x
f
// y // cof f .
Let CK := Fun(K,C) be the infinity category of K-indexed diagrams in C for a simplicial
setK. If C is stable then CK is also stable (see [12]). Thus we obtain the triangulated category
hCK = h(Fun(K,C)) of K-indexed diagrams in C. Then the sequence p1 → p2 → p3 in hCK
is a distinguished triangle if and only if p1(v) → p2(v) → p3(v) is distinguished for each
vertex v ∈ K.
Let D(X) be the bounded derived category of coherent sheaves on a smooth projec-
tive variety X over a field k. Then there exists a stable infinity category D(QCoh(X))
of unbounded chain complexes of quasi coherent sheaves on X since the abelian category
QCoh(X) of quasi-coherent sheaves on X is a Grothendieck abelian category (see also [12,
Chapter 1]). Then the full subcategory D(X) of compact objects in D(QCoh(X)) gives
an enhancement of D(X), that is the homotopy category hD(X) of D(X) is the derived
category D(X) of X .
Remark 2.1. Basically we use the script font \mathscr (ex. C) for infinity categories.
Capital letters with the bold font \mathbf (ex. D) are used for usual categories.
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Suppose that C has all colimits and limits. For a diagram p ∈ CK , taking the colimit lim−→ p
(resp. the limit lim←−) of p gives a functor lim−→ : C
K → C (resp. lim←− : C
K → C). The functor
lim−→ (resp. lim←−) gives the left (resp. right) adjoint of δ : C → C
K where δ gives the constant
diagram (see also [11, Chapter 4]);
From now on we are interested in the case of K = ∆1. Then a diagram p : ∆1 → C is
just a morphism f : x → y in C and the colimit (resp. limit) of p is nothing but the target
(resp. source) of the morphism f . We specialized some notations as follows2: δ = s : C →
C∆
1
, lim−→ = d0 and lim←− = d1:
C s // C∆
1
d1oo
d0oo
; d0 ⊣ s ⊣ d1.
If a diagram f ∈ C∆1 is given by the form [x → y], then we have d0f = y and d1f =
x. We also note that a morphism ϕ : f → g in the homotopy category hC∆1 is a pair of
morphisms ϕi = diϕ : dif → dig (i ∈ {0, 1}) such that the equality ϕ0 ◦ f = g ◦ ϕ1 holds in
HomhC(d1f, d0g):
d1f
ϕ1 //
f

d1g
g

d0f ϕ0
// d0g.
Hence the homotopy category of D(Speck)∆
1
is the derived category D(• → •) of the A2
quiver. In addition take a distinguished triangle f → g → h in hC∆1 . Then 3× 3 lemma in
triangulated categories implies the following diagram of distinguished triangles:
d1f //
f

d1g //
g

d1h
h

d0f //

d0g //

d0h

cof f // cof g // cof h.
Lemma 2.2. Let C be a stable infinity category. Set full subcategories of hC∆
1
by
C0 =
{
[x→ 0] ∈ hC∆1
∣∣∣x ∈ C} , C1 = {[0→ y] ∈ hC∆1∣∣∣y ∈ C} and
Cs =
{
[z
id→ z] ∈ hC∆1
∣∣∣z ∈ C} .
Then the triangulated category hC∆
1
has a semiorthogonal decomposition 〈DL,DR〉 as
follows 3:
(1) A pair (DL,DR) of subcategories is (Cs,C0). The semiorthogonal decomposition is
said to be associated with the functor d0 : C
∆1 → C.
(2) A pair (DL,DR) of subcategories is (C1,Cs). The semiorthogonal decomposition is
said to be associated with the functor d1.
2These notations are compatible with the usual terminology of simplicial sets.
3Since the inclusion DR → D has a right adjoint D → DR, the subcategory DR is said to be right
admissible.
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Remark 2.3. We note that Cs is the image of s : hC → hC∆1. Moreover the functor
s : hC→ Cs gives an equivalence. The restriction of d0 (resp. d1) to C1 (resp. C0) gives an
equivalence C1 → hC (resp. C0 → hC). We denote by j! (resp. j∗) the inverse functor of
d0|C1 (resp. d1|C0) which x ∈ hC sends to [x→ 0] ∈ hC∆1 (resp. [0→ x]). Throughout this
note we always identify C0,C1 and Cs with hC via respectively j∗, j! and s.
Proof. One can check the assertions following the definition. Semiorthogonality is an easy
consequence of adjoint pairs. Put [b : y → 0] ∈ C0 and [idz : z → z] ∈ Cs. Then we see
HomhC∆1 (b, idz) = HomhC∆1 (b, s(z))
∼= HomhC(d0b, z) = HomhC(0, z).
The assertion for HomhC∆1 (Cs,C1) = 0 is similar.
We prove that any morphism [f : x → y] ∈ hC∆1 decomposes into DL and DR which is
obvious from the following diagram:
(2.1) fib f //

x
f
//
f

y
id

0 // y
id
// y
Note that the both horizontal lines are distinguished triangles (or fiber sequences) in C.
Hence the diagram (2.1) gives the distinguished triangle in hC∆
1
and we conclude the proof.
Let D be the opposite category Cop of C. Then D is also stable (see also [12]) and any
colimit in D is equivalent to the limit in hC. Since D∆
1
= Fun(∆1,D) is equivalent to the
opposite category of C∆
1
by the canonical equivalence (∆1)op ∼= ∆1, the functor d0 : D∆1 → D
is the opposite functor of d1 : C
∆1 → C. Hence the argument above for the first assertion
also implies the second assertion (2). 
2.1. Serre functors on hC∆
1
. Now we describe the Serre functor on hC∆
1
.
Proposition 2.4. Let C be a stable infinity category. If hC is k-linear, then hC∆
1
is also
k-linear. In particular morphism spaces of hC∆
1
are finite dimensional if morphism spaces
of hC are finite
Proof. Take f and g in hC. Then the morphism space HomhC∆1 (f, g) is given by
HomhC∆1 (f, g) = {(τ1, τ0) ∈ HomhC(d1f, d1g)⊕ HomhC(d0f, d0g)|τ1 ◦ g = f ◦ τ0.}
Clearly the right hand side is a k-linear subspace of HomhC(d1f, d1g) ⊕ HomhC(d0f, d0g).
Thus hC is k-linear. 
Remark 2.5. In particular if any vector space HomhC(x, y) is finite dimensional then any
vector space HomhC∆1 (f, g) is also finite dimensional.
Proposition 2.6. Let C be a stable infinity category and suppose that hC is k-linear. If hC
has a Serre functor SC then hC
∆1 has also a Serre functor S
C∆
1 given by
(2.2) S
C∆
1 (f) = [SC(d0f)→ SC(cof f)].
Proof. Due to Bondal-Kapranov [2, Proposition 3.8, Theorem 2.10], we can easily show the
assertion. Following [2], let B be the essential image of s : hC→ hC∆1 . Since the right (resp.
left) adjoint of s is d1 (resp. d0), B is right and left admissible in hC∆1. Moreover the right
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adjoint of the inclusion j∗ : hC→ B⊥ is given by d0 : hC∆1 → hC. Thus B⊥ is also right and
left admissible. Since B and B⊥ are both equivalent to hC, the triangulated category hC∆1
has the Serre functor by [2, Proposition 3.8].
Then the proof of [2, Theorem 2.10] directly implies the description (2.2). Since B ∼= hC
has the Serre functor, the contravariant functor HomhC(x,−)∨ : hC → Vectk is represented
by SC(x) where Vectk is the category of k-vector spaces.
It is enough to show that the functor h(−) = HomhC∆1 (f,−)∨ : hC∆
1 → Vectk is repre-
sentable where f ∈ hC∆1 with d0f = y and d1f = x. Take the semiorthogonal decomposition
hC∆
1
= 〈B, ⊥B〉 associated with the functor d0. Then we obtain the following distinguished
triangle:
[fib f → 0] −−−→ [x→ y] −−−→ [y id→ y] −−−→ [fib f → 0][1].
Hence the restriction h|B is corepresented by the morphism s(y) = [id : y → y], h|B is
represented by the morphism E = [id: SC(y)→ SC(y)]
Take the semiorthogonal decomposition hC∆
1
= 〈B⊥,B〉 associated with d1. Then we
obtain the following:
[x→ x] −−−→ [x→ y] −−−→ [0→ cof f ] −−−→ [x→ x][1].
The same argument above implies that the restriction h|B⊥ of h to B⊥ is represented by the
morphism F = j∗ (SC(cof f)) = [0→ SC(cof f)]
The adjunction d0 ⊣ s implies that the restriction functor of the representable functor by
the morphism E to B⊥ is represented by F ′ = [0→ SC(y)]. Namely we have
(2.3) HomhC∆1 (−, E)|B⊥ ∼= HomB⊥(−, F ′).
Then evaluation of (2.3) at F ′ implies the canonical morphism γ : F ′ → E which satisfies
d0(γ) = id.
Let ϕ : F ′ → F be the morphism defined by h(γ)(idE) ∈ h(F ′) ∼= HomhC∆1 (F ′, F ). Since
h(E) (resp. h(F ′)) is canonically isomorphic to HomhC(y, y) (resp. HomhC(y, cof f)), we see
d0ϕ = SC(u) where u is the universal morphism u : y → cof f . Then we obtain the following
distinguished triangle in hC∆
1
:
F ′ = [0→ SC(y)] ϕ−−−→ F = [0→ SC(cof f)] −−−→ [0→ SC(x)[1]] −−−→ F ′[1]
Put F ′′ = [0 → SC(x)[1]]. Let δ : F ′′ → E[1] be the composite F ′′ → F ′[1] → E[1]. Then
the fiber X of δ represent the functor h(−) = HomhC∆1 (f,−)∨ by the proof of [2, Theorem
2.10]. 
Remark 2.7. If the Serre functor SD on a k-linear triangulated category D is isomorphic
to the d-times shifts [d], then D is said to be d-dimensional Calabi-Yau category. Moreover
if k-times composite Sk
D
is isomorphic to the shifts [d], then D is said to be d/k-dimensional
Calabi-Yau. One of the simplest example of fractional Calabi-Yau category is the derived
category D(• → •) of the representations of A2-quiver.
Proposition 2.6 implies
S3
C∆
1 ([f : x→ y]) =
[
S3
C
(f [1]) : S3
C
(x[1])→ S3
C
(y[1])
]
Thus hC∆
1
is (3d+1)/3-dimensional Calabi-Yau category if hC is d-dimensional Calabi-Yau.
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3. An observation on Problem 1.1
3.1. Notation for stability conditions. Let D be a k-linear triangulated category such
that the rank of Grothendieck group of D is finite. We follow notation and a basic definition
of stability conditions on a triangulated category D from the original article [3] due to
Bridgeland. For instance StabD is the set of locally finite stability conditions on D. The
central charge of σ ∈ StabD is denoted by Z. A and P are respectively the heart and the
slicing of σ. The set StabD has a topology and each non empty connected component is
a complex manifold whose dimension is smaller than or equal to the rank of K0(D). We
also recall that StabD has a left action of AutD and a right action of the universal cover
G˜L
+
2 (R) of GL
+
2 (R). The right action of G˜L
+
2 (R) is continuous.
Recall that a stability condition σ on D is said to be full if the tangent space of StabD at
σ has the maximal dimension rankK0(D). Connected components of full stability conditions
on D are said to be full components.
One of basic properties of stability conditions is the support property :
Definition 3.1 (Support property). Suppose the Grothendieck group K0(D) of a triangu-
lated category D is finitely generated. Let σ ∈ StabD. Then σ satisfies the support property
if the following holds:
∃C > 0 s.t. C ≥ sup
{ ‖E‖
|Z(E)|
∣∣∣∣E is σ-semistable
}
.
Since any norm on K0(D) is equivalent, the support property is independent of the choice
of norms. The following lemma gives us a transparent understanding of fullness and support
property.
Lemma 3.2 ([1, Appendix B.4]). Assume that the Grothendieck group rankK0(D) of a
triangulated category D has finite rank. Then a (locally finite) stability condition σ is full if
and only if σ has the support property.
3.2. A fundamental observation. The following proposition is an observation of Problem
1.1.
Proposition 3.3. Let C be the bounded derived category D(Speck) of zero dimensional
variety Speck where k. Then both Stab hC and StabhC∆
1
are contractible. In particular the
answer for Problem 1.1 is affirmative.
Though the first assertion might be well-known for experts, we write down the proof for
the convenience of readers.
Proof. Since any nonzero complex number gives an orientation preserving R-liner isomor-
phism on R2, the multiplicative group C∗ = C \ {0} is a subgroup of GL+2 (R). The universal
cover C of C∗ is a subgroup of G˜L
+
2 (R). Thus C acts on StabD for any triangulated category
D. The (right) action of C on StabD is explicitly given by
(3.1) σ · z = (W,Q),W (E) = exp(−z)Z(E) and Q(φ) = P(φ+ y/π).
where σ = (Z,P) and z = x+√−1y. In particular the C action on StabD is holomorphic.
We show that StabhC is isomorphic to C as complex manifolds. It is enough to show
that the C action on Stab hC is free and transitive. Let E be a stable object for a stability
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condition σ ∈ StabhC. Since Hom0(E,E) ∼= k, E should be isomorphic to k up to shifts.
Hence k is stable for all σ ∈ StabhC and the C action on Stab hC is free by the C action
(3.1).
Take stability conditions σ1 and σ2. Let φi is the phase of k in σi and mi be the mass of
k in σi (i ∈ {1, 2}). Put z = logm1 − logm2 +
√−1π(φ1 − φ2). Then we see σ1 · z = σ2,
since k is stable for any σ ∈ Stab hC. Thus the C-action is transitive.
Recall that hC∆
1
is the derived category D(• → •) of the A2 quiver. The argument due
to Macr`ı [13] essentially implies that Stab hC∆
1
is contractible as follows.
According to [13], StabhC∆
1
has an open covering U = {Θi}2i=0 such that each Θi is
contractible and any two intersections are the same G˜L
+
2 (R)-orbitO−1 of a stability condition:
Θi ∩Θj = O−1. Moreover O−1 is contractible since O−1 is homeomorphic to G˜L
+
2 (R). Thus
the intersection Θ0 ∩Θ1 ∩Θ2 is also O−1.
Let N(U) be the nerve of the covering U . Since any intersection of finite subcovering U is
contractible, the nerve theorem [18] (or [8]) implies that StabC∆
1
is homotopy equivalent to
N(U). Clearly N(U) is the standard simplicial complex ∆2 (here ∆2 is not a simplicial set
but a simplicial complex). Hence Stab hC∆
1
is contractible. 
Remark 3.4. It is difficult to generalize Proposition 3.3 to arbitrary case since we only
calculate homotopy types of Stab hC and Stab hC∆
1
independently. Thus our basic motiva-
tion of this note is a construction of continuous maps between Stab hC and StabhC∆
1
for
(arbitrary) stable infinity categories.
4. Stability conditions on morphisms
The aim of this section is the construction of continuous maps form Stab hC to Stab hC∆
1
and we wish to study some properties of the morphisms. A key ingredient of the construction
is the “gluing construction” developed by [7].
4.1. Gluing construction of stability conditions. As observed in §2, hC∆1 has semiorthog-
onal decompositions. In particular each component is equivalent to hC itself. Collins–
Polishchuck [7] proposed a construction of stability conditions on a triangulated category D
from a semiorthogonal decomposition 〈D1,D2〉 of D. A key ingredient of the construction
is a reasonable stability condition on hC:
Definition 4.1 ([7, pp. 568]). Let σ = (A, Z) be a stability condition on a triangulated
category D. The stability condition σ is said to be reasonable if it satisfies
0 < inf{|Z(E)| ∈ R | E is semistable in σ}.
We also denote by StabrD the set of reasonable stability conditions on D.
Remark 4.2. Since a reasonable stability condition is locally finite by [7, Lemma 1.1],
StabrD is a subset of StabD. Unfortunately we do not know whether StabrD = StabD or
not. If a stability condition σ = (Z,P) satisfies the support property then |Z(E)| has lower
bound since a norm on K0(D) is discrete. Hence Stab
rD contains any full components of
StabD by Lemma 3.2. Thus a reasonable stability condition is sufficiently “reasonable”.
Proposition 4.3 ([7]). Suppose that the triangulated category D has a semiorthogonal de-
composition 〈D1,D2〉. The left adjoint of the inclusion D1 → D is denoted by τ1 and the
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right adjoint of the inclusion D2 → D is denoted by τ2. Let σi = (Zi,Pi) be a reason-
able stability condition on Di for i ∈ {1, 2}. Suppose that σ1 and σ2 satisfy the following
conditions
(1) Hom≤0
D
(P1(0, 1],P2(0, 1]) = 0 and
(2) There is a real number a ∈ (0, 1) such that Hom≤0
D
(P1(a, a+ 1],P2(a, a+ 1]) = 0.
Then there exists a unique reasonable stability condition gl (σ1, σ2) on D glued from σ1 and
σ2. The heart A of t-structure of gl (σ1, σ2) is given by
A = {E ∈ D | τi(E) ∈ Pi ((0, 1]) (i = 1, 2)}
and the central charge Z is given by Z(E) = Z1(τ1(E)) + Z2(τ2(E)). Moreover the gluing
construction is continuous on pairs (σ1, σ2) satisfying the above conditions (1) and (2).
Lemma 4.4. Notation is the same as in Proposition 4.3. Suppose that gl (σ1, σ2) = (Z,P)
is the glueing stability condition. Then we have
P(φ) ∩Di = Pi(φ)
Proof. According to [7, Proposition 2,2], we have Pi(φ) ⊂ P(φ). Thus we see Pi(φ) ⊂
P(φ) ∩Di. Conversely take E ∈ P(φ) ∩ Di. If E is not σi-semistable then there exists a
σi-semistable object A ∈ Di such that argZi(A) > φ. Since A is also gl (σ1, σ2)-semistable
in phase argZi(A) by [7, Proposition 2.2], there is no morphism from A to E which gives
a contradiction. Hence E should be σi-semistable and this give the proof of the opposite
inclusion Pi(φ) ⊃ P(φ) ∩Di. 
Proposition 4.5. Let C be a stable infinity category. Then there exists continuous maps as
follows:
d∗0, d
∗
1 : Stab
r hC //// Stabr hC∆
1
(1) Let 〈DL0 ,DR0 〉 be the semiorthogonal decomposition on hC∆1 associated with d0 We
define the pull back of σ along the functor d0 by
d∗0σ = gl (σL, σR) = gl (σ, [−1]σ)
(2) Let 〈DL1 ,DR1 〉 be the semiorthogonal decomposition on hC∆1 associated with d1. We
define the pull back of σ along the functor d1 by
d∗1σ = gl (σL, σR) = gl ([1]σ, σ)
Proof. Let hC∆
1
= 〈DL0 ,DR0 〉 be the semiorthogonal decomposition associated with d0. The
slicing of σ ∈ Stab hC is denoted by P. Then the hear of σ and [−1]σ are respectively
P ((0, 1]) and P ((−1, 0]). Thus the conditions (1) and (2) in Proposition 4.3 holds since
HomhC(x, y) = HomhC∆1 (s(x), j!(y)). Hence d
∗
0σ = gl (σ, [−1]σ) does exists. Continuity of
the gluing construction follows from [7, Theorem 4.3]. The assertion for d∗1 is similar. 
Remark 4.6. Let x ∈ C and let σ = (A, Z) ∈ Stabr hC. If x is in A then s(x) = [x id→ x] is in
the heart d∗0A of the stability condition d∗0σ. Moreover we have arg d∗0Z (s(x)) = argZ(x) ∈
(0, 1] where d∗0Z is the central charge of d
∗
0σ.
A similar assertion for j! holds (cf. Remark 2.3 for the definition of j!). The definition of
d∗0σ implies that j!(x) = [x→ 0] is in d∗0A if and only if the shift x[1] of x is in A.
Hence a morphism [f : x → y] belongs to d∗0A if and only if y and cof f = fib f [1] belong
to A. Moreover we have arg d∗0Z (j!(fib f)) = argZ(cof f)
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Proposition 4.7. Let C be a stable infinity category. Then the induced maps
StabhC
d∗
0
//
d∗
1
// Stab hC
∆1
satisfy the following:
(1) d∗0 and d
∗
1 are both injective.
(2) The image d∗0 does not intersect the image of d
∗
1.
Proof. Since the proof is similar, we only prove the assertion for d∗0.
For σ = (Z,P) and τ = (W,Q) ∈ Stab hC, suppose d∗0σ = d∗0τ . Then they have the same
central charge and this implies Z =W . It is enough to show P = Q for the conclusion. Recall
the semiorthogonal decomposition hC∆
1
= 〈DL0 ,DR0 〉 associated with d1. By Proposition 4.3,
we see
P(φ) = d∗1P(φ) ∩DL0 = d∗1Q(φ) ∩DL0 = Q(φ).
This gives the proof of the first assertion.
Let hC∆
1
= 〈DL0 ,DR0 〉 (resp. 〈DL1 ,DR1 〉) be a semiorthogonal decomposition associated
with the functor d0 (resp. d1). Then we see both D
L
0 and D
R
1 are the essential image
of s : hC → hC∆1 Put d∗0σ ∈ Im d∗0 and d∗1τ ∈ Im d∗1. Suppose that d∗0σ = d∗1τ for some
σ = (Z,P) and τ = (W,Q) ∈ Stab hC. Lemma 4.4 implies
P(φ) = d∗0P ∩DL0 = d∗1Q∩DL0 = d∗1Q ∩DR1 = Q(φ).
Furthermore we see
Z = d∗0Z|DL
0
= d∗1W |DL
0
= d∗1W |DR
1
= W.
Hence Z is the same as W which implies the contradiction as follows. For f : x→ y ∈ hC∆1 ,
we have
d∗0Z(f) = Z(y)− Z(fib f), d∗1W (f) = W (x)−W (cof f).
Since fib f [1] = cof f , we see
d∗1W (f) =W (x) +W (fib f) = W (y) + 2W (fib f).
This gives a contradiction. 
4.2. Fullness of d∗0σ and d
∗
1σ. The aim of this section is to prove the fullness of d
∗
0σ and
of d∗1σ are equivalent to that of σ. The following is a key ingredient in the proof.
Proposition 4.8. Let C be a stable infinity category and let σ = (A, Z) be a reasonable
stability condition on hC.
(1) Suppose that f ∈ C∆1 is semistable in d∗0σ with the phase φ. Then we have
(1a) d0f = y is σ-semistable.
(1b) cof f = fib f [1] is σ-semistable.
(1c) Moreover argZ(y) = argZ(cof f) = φ.
(2) Suppose that f ∈ C∆1 is semistable in d∗1σ with the phase φ. Then we have
(2a) d1f = x is σ-semistable.
(2b) fib f = cof f [−1] is σ-semistable.
(2c) Moreover argZ(x) = argZ(fib f) = φ.
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Proof. Put d0f = y, d1f = x. The central charge of d
∗
0σ is denoted by d
∗
0Z and the heart of
d∗0σ is denoted by d
∗
0A.
We first show the assertion (1a). We may assume that the phase φ is in (0, 1] ⊂ R without
loss of generality. Then the morphism f is in the heart d∗0A. In particular both y and cof f
belong to the heart A.
Suppose to the contrary that y is not σ-semistable. Then there is a subobject a of y such
that a is σ-semistable with
(4.1) argZ(a) > argZ(y).
Let ρ be the morphism ρ : fib f → 0. Then the sequence of morphisms
0 −−−→ ρ −−−→ f −−−→ idy −−−→ 0
gives a short exact sequence in d∗0A. Since f is semistable in d∗0σ, we have
(4.2) argZ(cof f) = arg d∗0Z(ρ) ≤ arg d∗0Z(f) ≤ arg d∗0Z(idy) = argZ(y).
Let g be the composition of morphisms g : a ⊂ y → cof f . Then the following diagram of
distinguished triangles in hC gives a distinguished triangle in hC∆
1
:
ker g //
h

x //
f

z
cof(h→f)

a // y // y/a
Hence the morphism h : ker g → a is a subobject of f . Since f is d∗0σ-semistable we see
(4.3) arg d∗0Z(h) ≤ arg d∗0Z(f).
Since the morphism a→ im g is a surjection from the semistable object a we see argZ(a) ≤
argZ(im g). Moreover the definition of d∗0Z implies
(4.4) argZ(a) ≤ arg d∗0Z(h) ≤ argZ(im g).
Hence the inequalities (4.1), (4.4) and (4.2) imply the following inequality
arg d∗0Z(f) ≤ argZ(y) < argZ(a) ≤ arg d∗0Z(h)
which contradicts (4.3). Hence y is σ-semistable.
For the proof of (1b), suppose to the contrary that cof f is not σ-semistable. Then there
exists a quotient a′ of cof f such that a′ is σ-semistable with
(4.5) argZ(a′) < argZ(cof f).
The inequality (4.2) implies
argZ(a′) < argZ(y).
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Since y is semistable, we have HomhC(y, a
′) = 0. Thus we obtain the following diagram in
hC:
z //

x //
f

a′[−1]
h′

y //

y //

0

d // cof f // a′
In the diagram above, d is the kernel of the morphism ker(cof f → a′). Hence we see that
the morphism h′ : a′[−1] → 0 is a quotient of f . Since f is d∗0σ-semistable, the following
inequality holds:
arg d∗0Z(f) ≤ arg d∗0Z(h′) = argZ(a′).
On the other hand the above inequality contradicts (4.2) and (4.5). Hence cof f is semistable.
Finally we prove (1c). If argZ(cof f) 6= argZ(y) then we have HomhC(y, cof f) = 0 by the
inequality (4.2). Hence we have HomhC∆1 (idy, [cof f → 0]) = 0 and this implies
f ∼= idy⊕ [(cof f)[−1]→ 0] .
Since f is semistable (cof f)[−1] = fib f = 0 or y = 0.
The same argument for Cmrop implies the second part (2). 
Proposition 4.9. Let σ = (A, Z) be a reasonable stability condition on hC.
(1) For a morphism f ∈ C∆1, f is d∗0σ-semistable in phase φ if and only if d0f and cof f
are σ-semistable in phase φ.
(2) For a morphism f ∈ C∆1, f is d∗1σ-semistable in phase φ if and only if d1f and fib f
are σ-semistable in phase φ.
Proof. “Only if ” part follows from Proposition 4.8. “If” part is an easy consequence of
Lemma 4.4 as follows. Lemma 4.4 implies both s(y) and j!(fib f) are d
∗
0σ-semistable. Since
f is given by the extension of s(y) and j!(fib f), f is d
∗
0σ-semistable. This give the proof of
the first assertion and the proof of the second assertion is similar. 
Proposition 4.10. Let σ = (A, Z) be a reasonable stability condition on hC. The stability
condition σ satisfies the support property, if and only if d∗0σ (resp. d
∗
1σ) satisfies the support
property.
Proof. We only prove the assertion for d∗0 since the proof is similar.
Let ‖[E]‖ be a norm on K0(hC). The Grothendieck group K0(hC∆1) is isomorphic to
K0(hC)
⊕ 2 since hC∆
1
has a semiorthogonal decomposition by hC. The semiorthogonal de-
compositions associated with d0 implies ‖f‖ ≤ ‖ cof f‖+ ‖d0f‖
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By Proposition 4.9, f ∈ C∆1 is d∗0σ-semistable if and only if d0f = y and cof f are σ-
semistable in the same phase. Hence a d∗0σ-semistable morphism f satisfies
|d∗0Z(f)| = |Z(y) + Z(cof f)|
= |Z(y)|+ |Z(cof f)|
≥ 1
C
(‖y‖+ ‖ cof f‖)
≥ 1
C
‖f‖.
In the first inequality above we use the support property for σ. Hence d∗0σ satisfies the
support property.
Conversely suppose that d∗0σ satisfies the support property. Then there is a constant C
′
such that C ′|Z(f)| ≥ ‖f‖ for any d∗0σ-semistable morphisms. Take f as the image s(x) of
s : C → C∆1 where x ∈ C is σ-semistable. Then K0(C) ⊗ R is a subspace of K0(C∆1) ⊗ R
and the norm on K0(C
∆1) defines a norm on K0(C). Since s(x) is also d
∗
0σ-semistable and
Z(x) = d∗0Z (s(x)), we have C
′|d∗0Z (s(x)) | = C ′|Z(x)| ≥ ‖s(x)‖ = ‖x‖. Hence σ satisfies
the support property. 
Theorem 4.11. Let σ be a reasonable stability condition on hC. Then the following are
equivalent:
(1) σ is full, (2) d∗0σ is full, (3) d
∗
1σ is full.
Proof. By Proposition 4.10 both d∗1σ and d
∗
0σ satisfy the support property if so does σ. By
Lemma 3.2, the support property on a stability condition is equivalent to the fullness of it.
Thus we complete the proof. 
4.3. On the images Im d∗0 and Im d
∗
1. Now we prove that both images Im d
∗
0 and Im d
∗
1
are closed in Stabr hC∆
1
by using an “inducing” construction due to [14]. Let us recall the
construction.
Let F : D → D′ be an exact functor between triangulated categories. Assume that F
satisfies the following additional condition
(Ind) HomD′(F (a), F (b)) = 0 implies HomD(a, b) = 0 for any a, b ∈ D.
Remark 4.12. Recall functors j!, j∗ : hC → hC∆1 by j!(x) = [x → 0], j∗(x) = [0 → x].
Then three functors s, j! and j∗ from hC to hC
∆1 satisfy the condition (Ind) since they are
faiithfull.
Let σ′ = (Z ′,P ′) ∈ StabD′. Define F−1σ′ by the pair (Z,P) where
Z = Z ′ ◦ F, P(φ) = {x ∈ D | F (x) ∈ P ′(φ)}.
Then one can easily see that the pair F−1σ′ is a stability condition on D if and only if F−1σ′
has the Harder-Narasimhan property.
Lemma 4.13 ([14, Lemmas 2.8 and 2.9]). Notation is the same as above.
(1) Then the set
Dom(F−1) = {σ′ ∈ StabD | F−1σ′ ∈ StabD}
is closed in StabD.
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(2) The map F−1 : Dom(F−1)→ StabD is continuous.
Remark 4.14. We note that F−1σ′ is reasonable if σ ∈ StabD′ is reasonable. Hence the
restriction of F−1 to reasonable stability conditions is well-defined.
By using Lemma 4.13 we show that both images Im d∗0 and Im d
∗
1 are closed.
Theorem 4.15. Let C be a stable infinity category. Then
(1) Images Im d∗0 and d
∗
1 are given by
Im d∗0 = {σ ∈ Stabr hC∆
1 | σ ∈ Dom(s−1) ∩ Dom(j!−1), s−1σ = [1] · j−1! σ}(4.6)
Im d∗1 = {σ ∈ Stabr hC∆
1 | σ ∈ Dom(s−1) ∩ Dom(j∗−1), s−1σ = [−1] · j−1∗ σ}
(2) Im d∗0 and Im d
∗
1 are both closed.
Proof. Since the proof is similar we only prove the assertion for d∗0.
Take σ ∈ Im d∗0 and assume σ = d∗0τ with τ ∈ Stabr hC. Take the Harder-Narasimhan
filtration of an object x ∈ hC with respect to τ :
0 // x1 //

x2 //

· · · // xn−1 //

xn = x

a1
__❄
❄
❄
❄
a2
``❆
❆
❆
❆
an−1
bb❊
❊
❊
❊
❊
an
dd❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
Then s(ai) is d
∗
0τ -semistable by Lemma 4.4. Since the Harder-Narasimhan filtration is
unique, the value of the filtration by the functor s : C → C∆1 gives the Harder-Narasimhan
filtration of s(x) with respect to d∗0τ . Thus s
−1σ has the Harder-Narasimhan property and
σ ∈ Dom(s−1).
The same argument for j! implies that Im d
∗
0 is a subset of Dom(j!
−1). The condition
s−1σ = [1] · j−1! σ is obvious. Thus we see Im d∗0 is a subset of the right hand side in (4.6).
Conversely take σ = (Z,P) from the right hand side in (4.6). Put τ = (W,Q) = s−1σ =
[1]j−1! σ. We wish to prove d
∗
0τ = σ.
Any morphism f ∈ hC∆1 has the following decomposition:
(4.7) j!(fib f) // f // s · d0(f) // j!(fib f)[1].
Hence we have Z(f) = Z (j!(fib f)) + Z (s · d0(f)). Moreover we see Z (s · d0(f)) = W (x)
since W is the central charge of s−1σ. Similarly we have Z (j!(fib f)) =W (fib f [1]). Thus we
see
Z(f) = Z (j!(fib f)) + Z (s · d0(f)) =W (fib f [1]) +W (s · d0(f)) = d∗0W (f).
Hence d∗0τ and σ have the same central charge.
Thus it is enough to show that d∗0τ and σ have the same heart of a t-structure. Take a
morphism f from d∗0Q(φ). Then Proposition 4.8 implies cof f and d0f are both τ -semistable
in phase φ. Since τ is s−1σ, the morphism s · d0(f) is in P(φ). Similarly the equality
τ = [1]j−1! σ implies that j!(cof f) is in P(φ + 1). In particular we see j!(fib f) ∈ P(φ).
Thus s · d0(f) and j!(fib f) are both σ-semistable in phase φ if f ∈ d∗0Q(φ). Hence the
sequence (4.7) implies that f is σ-semistable in phase φ which implies d∗0Q(φ) ⊂ P(φ). Then
the heart of the t-structure of d∗0τ is contained in the heart of σ. Then both hearts should be
the same since they are hearts of bounded t-structures on hC∆
1
. Thus we prove the assertion
(4.6).
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Define π : Stabr hC∆
1 → Stabr hC × Stabr hC by π(σ) = (s−1σ, [1] · j−1! σ). Then π is con-
tinuous by Lemma 4.13. The right hand side in (4.6) is the inverse image of the diagonal
∆Stab by the map π. Since the diagonal is closed, π
−1∆Stab = Im d
∗
0 is closed. 
5. Example of C∆
1
The aim of this section is the proof of Theorem 1.4.
Definition 5.1 (Construction of path). Put gθ ∈ G˜L2(R) by
(5.1) gθ =
(
exp(
√−1πθ), f(t) = t+ θ) ; θ ∈ [0, 1).
Suppose that a reasonable stability condition σ = (A, Z) on hC satisfies the following con-
dition:
(Deg) Any nonzero object E ∈ A is at most σ-semistable in the phase 1.
(1) Let hC∆
1
= 〈Cs,C0〉 be the semiorthogonal decomposition associated with d0. We
define d∗0(θ)σ by gl (σ, [−1]σgθ) = gl (σ, σg−1+θ). The central charge and the heart of
d∗0(θ)σ are respectively denoted by Z
θ
0 and Aθ0.
(2) Let hC∆
1
= 〈C1,Cs〉 be the semiorthogonal decomposition associated with d1. We
define d∗1(θ)σ by gl ([1]σ, σgθ). The central charge and the heart of d
∗
1(θ)σ are respec-
tively denoted by Zθ1 and Aθ1.
Remark 5.2. If θ = 0, then d∗0(0)σ and d
∗
1(0)σ are the same as respectively d
∗
0σ and d
∗
1σ.
The condition (Deg) is necessary since it guarantees the gluing condition of [7]. We note
that the gluing condition fails if θ = 1.
Lemma 5.3. Suppose that a reasonable stability condition σ = (A, Z) ∈ StabhC satisfies
the condition (Deg).
(1) Then any morphism [0→ x] for x ∈ A is d∗0(θ)σ-semistable for any θ ∈ [0, 1).
(2) Then any morphism [x→ 0] for x ∈ A is d∗1(θ)σ-semistable for any θ ∈ [0, 1).
Proof. Since the proof is similar, we only prove the first assertion.
We first note that the heart Aθ0 is constant for any θ ∈ [0, 1), since the stability condition
σ = (A, Z) on hC satisfies the degenerate condition (Deg). If x ∈ A, the morphism [0 →
x] ∈ C∆1 decomposes as follows:
x[−1] //

0 //

x
idx

0 // x // x.
The above sequence gives a short exact sequence in Aθ0. Hence the morphism [0→ x] is in the
abelian category Aθ0. Moreover if θ = 0 then the condition (Deg) implies that [0→ x] ∈ C∆1
is d∗0σ-semistable. Thus we can assume 0 < θ < 1.
We can easily see that a morphism [g : y → z] ∈ Aθ0 is a sub-morphism of [0 → x] if and
only if z ⊂ cof g ⊂ x ∈ A. We also see that y is given by (cof g/z)[−1] by 3 × 3 lemmas if
g is a submorphism of [0→ x]. The semiorthogonal decomposition hC∆1 = 〈Cs,C0〉 implies
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the following exact sequence:
cof g[−1] //
h

(cof g/z)[−1] //
g

z
id

0 // z // z
Put Z(z) = −β, Z(x) = −α, Z(c) = −γ where α, β and γ are positive real numbers. Then
we have
Zθ0(g) = Z
θ
0(h) + Z
θ
0(idz) = −β − γ · exp(−π
√−1θ)
Zθ0(f) = Z
θ
0(idx) + Z
θ
0(x[−1]→ 0) = −α− α exp(−π
√−1θ).
Since z ⊂ cof g ⊂ x, we have β ≤ γ ≤ α which simply implies the inequality argZθ0(g) ≤
argZθ0(f).
In fact it is enough to show that
argZθ0(g) ≤ argZθ0(f) ⇐⇒ Re
(
Zθ0(f)
ImZθ0(f)
)
≤ Re
(
Zθ0(g)
ImZθ0(g)
)
.
Since Zθ0(f) = −α
(
1 + cos(πθ) +
√−1 sin(−πθ)) we see
Re
(
Zθ0(f)
ImZθ0(f)
)
=
1 + cos(πθ)
− sin(πθ) = −
1 + cos(πθ)
sin(πθ)
Similarly we have
Re
(
Zθ0(g)
ImZθ0(g)
)
=
−β − γ cos(−πθ)
−γ · sin(−πθ) = −
β/γ + cos(πθ)
sin(πθ)
Since z ⊂ cof, it follows β/γ ≤ 1. Note that sin(πθ) > 0 by the assumption θ ∈ (0, 1). Thus
we see
argZθ0(g) ≤ argZθ0(f) ⇐⇒ −
1 + cos(πθ)
sin(πθ)
≤ −β/γ + cos(πθ)
sin(πθ)
⇐⇒ (1 + cos(πθ)) ≥ (β/γ + cos(πθ))
⇐⇒ 1 ≥ β/γ
Thus we conclude the proof. 
Lemma 5.4. Let d∗0(θ)σ and d
∗
1(θ)σ be the stability conditions on hC
∆1 defined in Definition
5.1. Assume θ 6= 0.
(1) Any morphism [f : x → y] ∈ hC∆1 in the heart Aθ0 has the Harder-Narasimhan
filtration as follows:
(5.2) [ker δ
id→ ker δ] // [ker δ → y] //

[x
f→ y]

[0→ im δ]
gg❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
[cok δ[−1]→ 0],
hhP
P
P
P
P
P
P
where im δ, ker δ, cok δ are respectively the image, the kernel and the cokernel of the
morphism [δ : y → cof f ].
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(2) Any morphism [f : x → y] ∈ hC∆1 in the heart Aθ1 has the Harder-Narasimhan
filtration as follows:
[0→ ker ǫ[1]] // [im ǫ→ ker ǫ[1]] //

[x
f→ y]

[im ǫ→ 0]
hhP
P
P
P
P
P
P
[cok ǫ
id→ cok ǫ],
hh◗
◗
◗
◗
◗
◗
where im ǫ, ker ǫ, cok ǫ are respectively the image, the kernel and the cokernel of the
morphism [ǫ : fib f → x].
Proof. We only prove the first assertion by the same reason in Lemma 5.3.
There is a distinguished triangle in hC:
ker δ // x // cok δ[−1] // ker δ[1]
The construction of d∗0(θ)σ implies that idker δ is semistable in d
∗
0(θ)σ with phase 1 and
that [cok δ[−1]→ 0] is d∗0(θ)σ-semistable in phase 1− θ.
The following diagram
ker δ //
f1

x //
f

cok δ[−1]
α2

y // y // 0
implies that α2 is a quotient of f .
By the following diagram
ker δ //
id

ker δ //
f1

0
α1

ker δ // y // im δ
we see that idker is a sub-morphism of f1. Thus we obtain a filtration denoted in (5.2)
By Lemma 5.3, the morphism [0 → im δ] is d∗0(θ)σ-semistable. If θ 6= 0 then the phase of
[0→ im δ] is smaller than 1 and is bigger than 1− θ. Thus the filtration in (5.2) gives a HN
filtration of f . 
Corollary 5.5. Let d∗0(θ)σ be the stability condition constructed in Definition 5.1. Suppose
that θ 6= 0.
(1) Any semistable object in d∗0(θ)σ is one of the following:{
[x
id→ x], [y[−1]→ 0] , [0→ z]
∣∣∣x, y, z ∈ A where σ = (A, Z)}
(2) The pair (T ,F) gives a torsion pair on the heart Aθ0 where T and F are respectively
T =
{
[x
id→ x] ∈ Aθ0
∣∣∣x ∈ A} and F = {[y → z] ∈ Aθ0∣∣y ∈ A[−1], z ∈ A} .
Proof. The first assertion is obvious from Lemma 5.4.
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Any morphism [f : x→ y] ∈ Aθ0 has the short exact sequence:
ker δ //
id

x //
f

cok δ[−1]
e

ker δ // y // im δ
Clearly the morphism [e : cok δ[−1] → im δ] is in F . The adjunction s ⊣ d1 implies
HomhC∆1 (T ,F) = 0. Thus we conclude the proof. 
Theorem 5.6. Suppose that the infinity category C is the derived category D(P1) of bounded
complexes of coherent sheaves on P1. Then two distinct images d∗1, d
∗
0 : Stab (hC)→ Stab (hC∆1)
are disjoint but path connected.
Proof. Let Q be a quiver denoted by v1
//
// v2 and let R be the path algebra of Q
over k. The algebra R is described by exceptional collections {O,O(1)} in D(P1); R ∼=
EndP1(O⊕O(1)). The derived category D(P1) is equivalent to the bounded derived cate-
gory D(modR) of R with the functor
RHomP1(O⊕O(1),−) : D(P1)→ D(modR)
Take a stability condition σ = (A, Z) on D(P1) such that any simple object in the abelian
category modR is stable in phase 1 4. Then σ satisfies the degenerate condition (Deg) in
Definition 5.1. Moreover, StabD(P1) is connected by [13] or [16]. Thus it is enough to show
that d∗0σ and d
∗
1σ are path connected.
Step 1. By Definition 5.1, there is a collection {d∗0(θ)σ}0≤θ≤2/3 of stability conditions
on D(P1)∆
1
. Since σ is reasonable, the collection {d∗0(θ)σ}0≤θ≤2/3 is a continuous family in
StabD(P1)∆
1
. Thus the collection is a path in StabD(P1)∆
1
Step 2. Let x, y and z are in the heart A. By the construction of d∗0(θ)σ, morphisms
[id : x → x] and [y[−1]→ 0] are d∗0(θ)σ-semistable in phase respectively 1 and 1/3. By
Lemma 5.3, morphisms [0 → z] ∈ Aθ0 is semistable in phase 2/3. Moreover the pair(Pθ0 ((2/3, 1]),Pθ0 ((0, 2/3])) = (Pθ0 (1),Pθ0 ([1/3, 2/3])) Recall g2/3 ∈ G˜L2(R) defined in (5.1).
We denote (d∗0(2/3)σ)·g2/3 by τ . Then the heart B of τ is P2/30 (2/3, 5/3] and any τ -semistable
objects in B is one of the following:
[γ : 0→ z[1]] , [β : y → 0] and [idx : x→ x].
We note that the phases of γ, β and idx in τ are respectively 1, 2/3 and 1/3.
Step 3. Take the semiorthogonal decomposition of D(P1)∆
1
associated with the functor
d1. Similarly to the case of d
∗
0(θ)σ, the collection {d∗1(θ)σ}0≤θ≤2/3 determines a path in
StabD(P1)∆
1
. The second part of Lemma 5.4 implies that any semistable object in d∗1(σ) is
one of the following:{
[0→ x[1]] , [y → 0] , [z idz→ z]
∣∣∣x, y, z ∈ A where σ = (A, Z)} .
4Equivalently take a stability condition σ = (A, Z) on D(P1) such that O and O(−1)[1] are both σ-stable
with Z(O) = Z(O(−1)[1]) = −1.
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Furthermore if θ = 2/3 then the phases of [0→ x[1]] , [y → 0] and [z id→ z] are respectively
1, 2/3 and 1/3. Hence d∗1(2/3)σ is the same as τ defined in Step 2. Thus we obtain a path
connecting d∗1σ and d
∗
0σ. 
Remark 5.7. The stability condition σ taken in the proof above is not geometric. Namely
skyscraper sheaves Ox is not σ-stable but σ-semistable. If the genus of a smooth projective
curve is positive, such a non-geometric stability condition does not exist. Hence it seems
difficult to generalize the above argument to the case of positive genus.
The same argument in Theorem 1.4 is effective for the distinguished full component
Stab†D(P2) of the space of stability conditions on the bounded derived category D(P2)
of the projective plane P2. Namely we have
Corollary 5.8. Let Stab†D(P2) be the distinguished full component of StabD(P2) and let d∗0|†
(resp. d∗1|†) be the restriction of d∗0 (resp. d∗1) to Stab†D(P2). Then Im∗0 |† is path connected
to Im d∗1|†.
Proof. Due to Li [10], Stab†D(P2) is the union of algebraic stability conditions and geometric
stability conditions. Since D(P2) is equivalent to the derived category of representations of
the quiver Q = • // //// •
//
//
// • . Thus there exists σ ∈ Stab†D(P2) such that any simple
module in the abelian category mod(kQ) of the path algebra kQ is σ-stable in phase 1. Since
the stability condition σ satisfies the condition (Deg), the same argument in Theorem 5.6
works. 
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